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A little about me
● GIS & Data Visualization Librarian
● Library Liaison to:
○ MS in Informatics & Analytics Program
○ Geography, Environment, & Sustainability Department
● Visualizing the Future Symposia Fellow
Previously:
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1. Data visualization at the library
2. Empathy’s role
3. Ethical data visualization
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● Computer and space usage
● Database and website access
● Circulation statistics
● Reference interactions & 
instruction sessions





● Request and justify funding...
● Identify need for collection 
development (or weeding)...
● Plan programming and 
services…
...to meet the needs of our 
users.
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● PLA Community engagement resources (bit.ly/pla-engagement) 
● Demographic data:
○ US Decennial Census & Annual ACS
○ Databases like PolicyMap, Social Explorer
● Library/Branch/System specific data
● Public library surveys:
Sources of library data
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IMLS Public Libraries 
Survey (PLS)

















● Summarize complicated data
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“The 2016 Election” via Time
Untitled wordcloud created using Word 
Cloud Visualization app by Patrick Wied 
via splunkbase“But Slavery Was So Long Ago” design by Zerflin
“ “Data visualization is another form of visual 
art that grabs our interest and keeps our 
eyes on the message. When we see a chart, 
we quickly see trends and outliers. If we can 
see something, we internalize it quickly. It’s 
storytelling with a purpose.”





your piece fits in the 
puzzle
Starting a conversation







“My eyes hurt” visualization by superpaow, 21 Aug. 2017, retrieved 4 May, 2020.
Context
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“Cattening the curve” visualization by Vox, edits by @amdar1ing on Twitter.  11 Mar. 2020, retrieved 5 May, 2020.
Experience
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“United States of plastic”  by Susie Cagle. The Guardian. 24 Jun. 2020,  retrieved 5 May, 2020.
"Data Visualization + Empathy” 
(bit.ly/dataviz-empathy) by Sally 
Gore and Tess Grynoch, Visualizing 
the Future Symposia Research 
Fellows
Design elements:




● “Data comics” - datacomics.net 
Design
Connecting with your community using empathy
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 Context.  Experience.  Design. ...
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Tweet by @InternetHippo. 4 Apr. 2020, retrieved 5 May, 2020. Reproduced with permission.
● Is the data being 
accurately 
represented
● Exploitation vs. benefit
● Privacy and 
confidentiality
● Data visualization is an 
extension of other 
data activities
Things to keep in mind
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Data visualization is 








● Who is your community?
● Is the data considered public knowledge/information, and/or is there 
an expectation of confidentiality?
● Does your community/subject know about the data collection?
● Did they consent to collection and give permission for sharing?
● How will the data be used?
○ How could the data be used?
● What are the risks and what is the risk level?
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Tweet by @TectonixGEO. 24 Mar. 2020, retrieved 5 May, 2020.
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